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Reboot the Future
Reboot the Future is a small foundation with a
bold ambition. We seek a more compassionate
and sustainable future, guided by the ancient
and universal wisdom of the Golden Rule:
Treat others and the planet as you would wish
to be treated,
We are dedicated to spreading this timeless
message through our education, leadership and
social action programmes.
www.rebootthefuture.org

Global Dimension & Wall-planner
Projects
• Supporting almost 16,000 educators to bring global
issues and global citizenship to life for their
students.
• We work with over 250 organisations to curate a
library of curricular linked, high-quality lesson plans,
teaching tips, and resources that explore global
issues from climate breakdown, to migration, to
democracy.
• Our new, updated Global Dimension website is
currently being designed, ready to be launched this
Autumn
• Each year we produce a Global Learning
Wallplanner which lays out key global dates and
celebrations across the academic year to help
educators engage students in global citizenship and
critical thinking.
• The theme of the 2020-21 Global Learning
Wallplanner is ‘Values for a Connected World’.
• 5,000 distributed to teachers in 2020

Conscious
Projects Conversations
Piloting a series of deeply personal and intimate
conversations with the aim to rebuild our connection with:
Our deep self
The Other
Nature
and the continuum of time .
50 leaders reached since May 2020 with a public launch
planned for 2021.
Delivered online in small groups of 10 – 12 people.
Delivered in partnership with Leaders Quest.

Projects

#GoodAfterCovid19

• Launched our online discussion events –
“Fishbowls” on 25th March at the start
of lockdown
• Engaged more than 160 thoughtleaders so far
• 4,000 public views of the events
• Event in June on Rebooting Education
attracted more than 1,200 views
• Relaunching these in 2021 with
opportunity to give one of these events
over to SIE Alliance priorities
How should schools reboot the future?
1,200 views

